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An Exceptional and Transformative Student Experience
Student Mental Health
I will soon be striking a President’s Task Force on Student Mental Health at UNB. It will be a bi-campus
task force made up of students, faculty, and staff. The task force will write terms of reference as one
of their first tasks; however, the intention in striking the task force is to ensure we are leaders in supporting
our students’ mental health while they are studying with us.

Building a Better University
Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
The President’s Standing Committee on Equity, Diversity and Inclusion is chaired by Sula Levesque,
UNB’s Human Rights Officer. The committee met in December and in January and while they are still
populating the whole group, the committee will be made up of staff, faculty, and students from both
campuses. I encourage you to read the Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Action Plan the group has
developed. The EDI plan can be found on the UNB website at the following URL address:
http://www.unb.ca/research/_assets/documents/vpr/unb_edi_action_plan_final_15dec17.pdf.

Strategic Planning
With the academic plan at its core, strategic planning will begin early in 2018. The planning process
will be consultative, beginning by seeking community feedback on the process itself. A document
outlining a proposed planning process is included in Appendix A. This document will be distributed to
the entire UNB community for feedback this month, please follow the instructions in the email to the
community in order to provide feedback on this document. General feedback, questions or concerns
about strategic planning at UNB can be sent to strategic.planning@unb.ca.
Celebrating our people
Please join me in congratulating several members of the UNB community on recent awards:
- Dr. Emin Civi, a professor in business on our Saint John campus, recently received the Neil Scott
Educational Leadership award. This is the latest of many teaching accolades for Dr. Civi, including the
Hormel Meritorious Teaching Award from the Marketing Management Association in the United States
in 2016, the Association of Atlantic Universities Distinguished Teaching Award in 2015, the UNB Teaching
Scholar Award from 2012 to 2015, and UNB’s Allan P. Stuart Award for Excellence in Teaching in 201.
- Robyn Tingley, the Vice-Chair of our Board, has been named one of Canada’s most powerful women
by the Women’s Executive Network, and international organization creates networking, mentoring,
and development opportunities for executive-minded women. Ms. Tingley was selected in the RBC
Champions category, which recognizes women who support women.
- Dr. Nancy Nason-Clark, a professor of sociology, was recently inducted as a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Canada – the highest honour a scholar can achieve in the arts, humanities and sciences.
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- Louise Comeau, director of our Environment and Sustainable Development Research Centre, has
been appointed to a federal panel examining how Canada is coping in the face of a warming planet.
Ottawa’s Expert Panel on Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience Results will make
recommendations on how to measure progress on federal, provincial, and territorial adaptation efforts
in building Canada’s resilience to climate change. By spring 2018, it will propose a suite of indicators
to measure progress on adaptation and climate resilience.
Search Updates
We are currently searching for or preparing to search for several positions:
- The search committee for Vice-President Research presented two candidates to the UNB community
in November. Feedback on the candidates was collected from the UNB community and was due on
January 10, 2018. We expect to make a decision and announcement soon.
- The search committee for Vice-President Saint John has met and is in the early stages of the search
process. As I have received many questions from the Saint John campus about this search process, I
am also including the membership of the committee. I am serving as the chair of this committee and
am joined by:
- David Creelman, Department of Humanities & Languages, appointed by Saint John Senate
- Lisa Keeping-Burke, Department of Nursing & Health Sciences, appointed by Saint John Senate
- Tom Gribbons, Board member, appointed by the Board of Governors
- Jordan Tracey, Student Member
- Thomas Mengel, Renaissance College, appointed by Fredericton Senate
- Brenda Collings, Faculty of Business, appointed by the President
In addition to the members above, the committee has invited two members of the community to serve
as resource persons. While the resource persons will not be voting members of the Committee, they
will be invited to participate in the search process by contributing to discussion and debate. Jill
Jollineau, President of the Associated Alumni, and Anthony Reiman, Assistant Dean, Research,
Dalhousie Medicine New Brunswick, have agreed to assist with the search process. We are working
toward having a Vice-President in place by summer 2018.
- Don Harrington resigned from the UNB and the role of comptroller in November. I thank Don for his
service to UNB. We are grateful to Larry Guitard for returning from retirement to serve in this role on a
part-time, interim basis while we search for a new comptroller. The search process is currently
underway.
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UNB earns silver in worldwide sustainability ranking
In 2017, the Fredericton campus submitted data to the Association for the Advancement of
Sustainability in Higher Education’s Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating System (STARS) program
and earned a ranking of silver. STARS assesses the sustainability of an institution’s practices within
academics, engagement, operations, planning and administration. There are currently nearly 900
institutions worldwide that have reported within STARS, 71 of which are Canadian institutions.
Highlights from the evaluation include that UNB’s energy score was among the best by participating
Canadian universities. The association also rated highly UNB’s reduction in potable water use and
lauded several of the university’s innovative sustainability initiatives. These include food planters that
provide free herbs and vegetables to students, staff and faculty as well as the Greening Our Grounds
initiative with its development of interactive tree trails and a First Nation medicine wheel garden.
Thank you to the UNB Sustainability team who led this initiative and to the students in our Faculty of
Forestry and Environmental Management who provided support. I understand the team plans to use
to results of this evaluation to identify opportunities to do even better, using the results as a baseline to
help create a sustainability plan for UNB.

Leadership in Discovery, Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Developing Arctic surveillance capabilities
UNB operates the Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric Network (CHAIN), one of the world’s largest
networks for ionospheric monitoring and investigation – its success has led to the awarding of $2.9
million in contracts from DND. The network has been in operation since 2006 and currently consists of
25 global navigation satellite receiver systems and five high-frequency radars called ionosondes. These
radars are strategically placed across the Canadian Arctic and transmit and receive radio signals at
specific frequencies. The information is transferred in near-real time to UNB for further processing.
CHAIN was awarded $1.8 million in funding to add three more high-frequency radars to the existing
network, which will provide better, more accurate data, specifically for the use of radio transmitters in
the Arctic. Through a competitive process, CHAIN was also awarded a $1.1 million project to develop
more accurate and Arctic-specific ionospheric models. Please join me in congratulating Dr. P. Thayyil
Jayachandran, chair of the physics department, and his team on this development.
Smart Grid
On December 20, I was pleased to attend an event announcing $4.3 million in funding from ACOA
and Emera to help us build on existing smart grid infrastructure and refine technology to deliver solutions
for renewable energy. The project includes designing, building, testing and demonstrating a suite of
distributed energy resource solutions for commercialization by industry and implementation by utilities.
Please join me in congratulating Dr. Liuchen Chang and his team on this success.
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Canada 150 top researchers
In December, MITACS saluted 150 researchers from across Canada who are shaping the future of the
country. Please join me in congratulating the four researchers from UNB who were highlighted in
MITACS’ list:
- Dr. Tanzina Huq, a postdoctoral fellow in UNB’s faculty of engineering, who is creating a sustainable
natural food preservative that will impact the food industry. Through the startup Chinova Bioworks, she
has been part of the team that has developed a natural preservative from mushroom extract instead
of a widely used animal extract. The research will result in more environmentally friendly food, and has
the possibility to benefit cosmetics and pharmaceuticals;
- Dr. Arash Lashkari, a research associate with the Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity at UNB as well
as UNB’s faculty of computer science. Dr. Lashkari has more than 20 years of experience developing
technology that detects and protects against cyberattacks, malware and the dark web. Currently, he
is developing databases of malware for anti-virus software developers to test their products in order to
ensure their firewalls can withstand a cyber attack. His research has already had real-world
applications with IBM;
- Dr. Andrien Rackov, a postdoctoral fellow in UNB’s department of chemistry, who is isolating
chemicals in breath to determine an individual’s health. Partnering with the New Brunswick Research
and Productivity Council, Dr. Rackov is creating a breathalyzer to make early detection for heart
disease, lung cancer and other diseases easier and less intrusive. His research also includes the
development of an “air sniffer” test to determine if a building has mould.
- Dr. Babak Shirani, who received a doctorate in chemical engineering from UNB in 2016, has research
interests that include developing new technologies to purify natural gas to limit air pollution and protect
the environment.

Financial Resilience and Responsibility
MOU with province
We have been advised that the memorandum of understanding we negotiated with the province in
Spring 2017 is heading to cabinet for approval on January 24, 2018. We expect the announcement of
the MOU to be imminent and I look forward to sharing the full details of the MOU with the community
at that time. This is an important step for UNB as we build a stronger partnership with the provincial
government. In addition to funding arrangements, the MOU highlights shared priorities including
providing predictable tuition to students for the duration of their degree, a commitment to providing
accessible post-secondary education, and to supporting principles of equity, diversity and inclusion.
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Task Force for Financial Models for Alternate Program Delivery
I understand that I will soon receive the final report from the task force that has been working on
financial models for alternate ways of delivering our programs. The chair of this group, Dr. Van Lantz,
will be bringing a draft of this report to both Senates during the January meeting. Thank you in advance
for engaging in a discussion on this topic. I think there is a great opportunity for UNB to be doing more
by way of offering online degree programs and premium priced masters programs as well as offering
our programs through offshore and pathway arrangements. The intention of striking the task force was
to develop the principles and financial models to be associated with these types of programs to both
encourage faculties to engage in alternate program delivery and to ensure that the programs are
financially sustainable for UNB.
Tuition Review
I received the final report from the Tuition Review Task Force in Fall 2017. We are currently seeking
feedback on the report’s recommendations in order to inform our recommendations to the board. I
have included the report in Appendix B for your feedback.

Communications Office Update

The Communications Office provided strategic communications, project management, media relations, issues
management, writing and event management or support on several files, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Release of UNB’s 2016 Annual Report
26 news releases, 13 speeches, 4 obituaries, 18 special announcements
10 communications plans developed
ACOA – UNB – Emera smart grid news conference
Building a Brighter Future - a conversation on the state of the university (FR & SJ)
Eaton Lecture (Toronto)
National Day of Remembrance and Action Against Violence on Women Ceremonies
GNB news conference – update on student financial assistance
UNB Storm Closure notification protocol
UNB Crisis Communication plan
Communications support provided for State of the City Address; Sir Max Aitken Pool
Internal communications - MyUNB News, MyUNB Student News and UNB events calendar: (Nov &
Dec)490 submissions processed
Project FOCUS – Colleague outage
Several issues management files (student services, PR issues, social media issues)

Number of media inquiries received in Communications Office:
Dec: 45 | Nov: 83 | Oct: 98 |Sept: 97 | Aug: 68 | July: 56 | June 56 | May 67 | April 57
Ad value of earned media: (Advertisement value is the cost of purchasing a print ad with similar parameters as
a print article. The communications office began tracking this in August.
Dec: $ 649,661.00
Nov: $ 386,388.00
Oct: $ 509,117.00
Sept: $ 468,716.00
Aug: $ 644,664.00

APPENDIX A:
Strategic Planning Process

University of New Brunswick Strategic Planning Process
DRAFT FOR FEEDBACK
Updated 12/19/2017

Background
UNB’s 2010 strategic plan has expired and, with the first academic planning document in place, work
on the next iteration of the strategic plan will begin in early 2018.
Process Principles
Following are guiding principles for the strategic planning process
- A plan developed by the community through collegial, collaborative conversations. We will
engage in broad, meaningful consultation with the UNB community throughout the planning
process. Themes, ideas, priorities and goals will be established based on conversations with the
whole community. In order for this process to work, it will require community members to actively
engage in the process. Open debate, collegial conversations, idea-sharing, collaboration, and
keeping an open mind about the ideas brought forward by our colleagues will be required.
-

Transparent communication and decision-making. The steering committee will commit to
transparency throughout the planning process. A strategic planning website will be launched and
information will be shared at regular intervals throughout the planning process on the website,
through our governing bodies, with relevant committees and groups, and with the UNB community.

-

An integrated plan. Since the 2010 strategic plan, we have engaged in planning work in a variety
of areas across the University and that work will be considered in developing the next strategic plan.
Examples include, but are not limited to, the academic planning document; strategic research
plan; administrative review; results of the Why UNB? brand research project; work done by the
equity working group; and work related to strategic enrollment management.

Proposed Structure
A strategic planning task force will carry out work related to strategic planning. Below is proposed
membership and terms of reference.
Task Force (24 members)
Vice-President Academic (Fredericton), Chair
Vice-President Administration & Finance
Vice-President Research
Vice-President Saint John
Vice-President Advancement
Associate Vice-President Academic
Associate Vice-President Saint John
1 elected faculty representative from each Senate
1 faculty member from each campus (non-Senators, appointed
by Senates)
2 representatives from Board of Governors
1 student representative from each of: SU, SRC, GSA
1 dean from each campus
1 director from each campus (appointed by D+ in FR, SAC in SJ)
1 representative from Alumni Council
1 Indigenous representative (appointed by TRC task force)
1 faculty member from each campus (appointed by President)

Staff Support
Michelle McNeil – Project Manager
Sonya Gilks, Director of Communications
Sarah DeVarenne, University Secretary
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University of New Brunswick Strategic Planning Process
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Terms of reference
The Strategic Planning Task Force will oversee and direct the strategic planning process. In addition
to the mandate set out below, the Task Force shall carry out other functions and responsibilities as
may be assigned to it by the President or the Board of Governors:
-

defining goals, outcomes, planning process, and organizational structure related to the planning
process;
monitoring the ongoing planning process and determining corrections and adaptations that may
be necessary;
ensuring the process achieves defined goals, outcomes, and deadlines;
establishing working groups and their substantive areas of planning;
reviewing the reports of the strategic planning working groups;
reporting regularly to the Senates and Board on the progress of strategic planning and
communicating to the University community;
vetting the final written strategic plan and implementation plans before they go forward for
approval by the Senates and the Board.

Consultation methods and stakeholders
Once the steering committee is formed and we have received feedback from the community, the
list below will be adjusted; however, in order to help the community with providing feedback, we
have listed stakeholders who will be consulted as well as some methods we will use for consultation.
Consultation method
Online surveys

Communication medium
Email, MyUNB News, website

Online polls
Intercept conversations

MyUNB Portal
Set up kiosks in busy spots during peak
times on both campuses
Host town hall meetings and/or World Café
workshops to discuss key findings in depth
as a community
Provide written updates, followed by
attendance of Chair and/or Project
Manager at meetings of stakeholder
groups (during regularly scheduled or
“special” meetings)

Community conversations
Meetings & Written
Updates

Email submissions

An email address will be set up and posted
on the strategic planning website where
members of the community can reach us
at any time with their comments.

Stakeholders
All faculty, staff, students, alumni
Select external stakeholders*
All faculty, staff, students
All faculty, staff, students
All faculty, staff, students
Senates, Board of Governors,
President’s Executive Team, Deans
Council, Vice-President’s Senior
Advisory Committee, Directors+,
Faculty Councils, Student Union,
Student Representatives’ Council,
Graduate Student Association,
Unions.
All stakeholders

*Examples of external stakeholders include but may not be limited to provincial government, municipal governments in
Saint John and Fredericton, Indigenous communities, New Brunswick Business Council, Chambers of Commerce in
Fredericton and Saint John.
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‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

Phase 2

Nov 2018‐Mar 2019

Phase 3:

UNB Strategic Planning Process Flow Chart

May‐Nov 2018

Communicate themes to community
Special Announcement, website, portal (ad
block), MyUNB News, campus papers, various
internal listservs
Senates, Board presentation

Community input on themes
World Café
Intercept activities
Online survey
Online polls

Implementation Plan and Annual
Updates

Strategic Plan to Senates & BOG for
review

Review strategic plan

Draft & develop strategic plan

Phase 1

‐

‐

Jan‐May 2018
Process planning
Receive feedback on proposed structure and
process from community
Strike task force and begin meetings
Review feedback from community
Launch strategic planning website
Release final process documents

Environmental Scan
‐
‐
‐
‐

White papers

Review existing documents, data, and
information that may be relevant for plan
Community conversations: online survey,
intercept discussions, meetings with
stakeholder groups

Feedback on environmental scan

Distillation of community input into key themes
Online survey to University community
Discussion at Senates, VPSAC, Deans Council,
Directors+

Refinement of white papers

Vision, mission, values, 5 goals from 2010
Emerging themes, ideas, priorities, issues
Consult PET, VP SAC, Deans Council,
Directors+, Senates, BOG, faculty councils

Develop key themes report
Steering committee to finalize based on scan and
feedback

Updated 12 15 2017
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Tuition Review Task Force
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Tuition Review Task Force
Dr. George MacLean, Vice-President Academic (Fredericton) – Co-Chair
Dr. Robert MacKinnon, Vice-President Saint John – Co-Chair
Dr. Wayne Albert, Dean of Kinesiology
Herbert Bempah, UNBF Student Representative (Student Union President)
Kjeld Conyers-Steede, UNBSJ Student Representative
Karen Cunningham, Vice-President Administration & Finance
Dr. Chris Diduch, Dean of Engineering
Dr. Joanna Everitt, Dean of Arts (SJ)
Lloyd Henderson, Assistant Vice-President Student Recruitment & Enrollment Management
Michelle McNeil, Office of the President
Lisa Robichaud, Special Projects Analyst
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Report of the Tuition Review Task Force
1. Introduction
The University of New Brunswick has committed to balancing its operating budget by 2020-2021. The work
of the Tuition Review Task Force is one of several projects designed to contribute to UNB’s long-term
financial sustainability.
While we have realized more than $40 million in cost savings over the last 10 years, we also recognize the
importance of growing our revenue sources. Currently, we have two primary sources of revenue: tuition
and the provincial operating grant which, together, make up more than 90% of revenue in our operating
budget. Although we are exploring ways to increase other sources of revenue, we have also identified
the need to ensure that our two primary sources of revenue are sufficient to support our academic
mission. To address the operating grant, negotiations are ongoing with the province to establish a multiyear agreement. This will greatly assist the University in longer term budget planning.
We identified that we should review how we charge tuition to ensure it makes sense for how we operate.
In questioning whether our tuition framework is optimal, it was determined that a full-scale review of our
tuition framework was warranted and the Tuition Review Task Force was struck.

1.1.

Terms of Reference

The Task Force was made up of faculty, staff, and students from both campuses. The mandate was:
-

to make a recommendation to the President’s Executive Team with respect to whether or not UNB
should adopt differential tuition fees by program;
to make a recommendation to the President’s Executive Team with respect to the international
differential undergraduate fee;
to recommend a process for implementation of any change in the tuition framework.

1.2.

Context

Tuition rates are part of a broader framework associated with providing a high-quality University
education. Specifically, in the case of UNB, the provincial operating grant, programs to provide financial
support to students, and our mandate to make post-secondary education widely accessible to New
Brunswickers are also considerations. To this end, this section is intended to set the context for the
recommendations found later in this report.
There is both a public interest in having a well-educated society and a private interest in individuals
earning a post-secondary education. Individual benefits of a high quality post-secondary education
include being more likely to have, keep and be satisfied with a job, garnering higher earnings, and better
overall health. Societal benefits include a more educated and engaged citizenry, lower crime rates, and
higher tax revenues; also, there is a reduced strain on public finances as a result of lower crime rates,
lower unemployment rates, and better overall health. Thus, access to a post-secondary education is
important; and keeping the cost of tuition affordable is one way to improve accessibility. The tension
that then exists is between providing an affordable education and providing a high-quality education;
the former is a way to ensure as many people as possible are educated, and the latter will produce
benefits for individuals and society.
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Inherent in trying to balance the tension between affordability and quality is the fact that the education
needs to be paid for somehow. On one end of this debate, people advocate for free tuition. In
jurisdictions where this occurs, government covers the cost of education, and since government resources
are not unlimited, neither is the number of seats available to students in post-secondary institutions. This is
at odds with a goal of a well-educated society. Similarly, when government does not contribute to the
costs of achieving post-secondary education, the cost is borne almost entirely by students through tuition
fees. This is the case in private institutions which typically have much higher tuition than public universities.
UNB is a partially publicly-funded university, which reduces tuition rates for domestic undergraduate
students. In recent years, however, the Provincial government has suggested caps or freezes in our tuition
rates, which UNB has largely respected. This has limited our ability to increase tuition in response to rising
operating costs and rising tuition rates at other universities. The caps and freezes have come without
corresponding increases in our operating grant, resulting in a structural deficit where our ongoing costs
exceed our ongoing revenues. We are committed to employing the most qualified faculty to deliver a
high-quality education to all our students and do not wish to see this eroded due to insufficient resources.
At the same time, we are acutely aware of the financial strains on our students. As an example, we point
to data from the “graduating student survey,” produced by the Canadian University Survey Consortium.
In 2012, 27% of UNBF students and 35% of UNBSJ students reported having no debt upon graduation. By
contrast, in 2015, 48% of UNBF graduating students and 50% of UNBSJ graduating students reported having
no debt. So, as of 2015, about half of our students are graduating with no debt at all. On the other end
of the spectrum, in 2012 50% of graduating UNBF students and 44% of UNBSJ students graduated with
more than $20,000 in student debt. This data improved by 2015 as well, with 36% of UNBF students and
30% of UNBSJ students graduating with more than $20,000 in debt. Thus, approximately one-third of our
students graduate with significant amounts of debt. We maintain that finding ways to help this one third
of our students is preferable to pricing tuition at a rate that is not financially sustainable.
This is why we have increased scholarships and bursaries to students by over 50% from $6.96 million in 2009
to $10.51 million in 2017. This amount will continue to grow as the “It Begins Here” fundraising campaign
has committed $55 million to student financial support. This is also why we applaud the province of New
Brunswick for introducing the Free Tuition Program and Tuition Relief for the Middle Class. Further, we invest
in programs such as work-study and co-op that provide students an opportunity to earn an income and
gain practical work experience and we plan to increase investments in these areas.
Considering all of these factors, the task force conducted its work based on an overarching principle that
we need to price our tuition appropriately in order to support a high-quality education. From there, the
supports that are in place for those who need help accessing post-secondary education need to
continue and improved.

2. Models for Tuition Framework
2.1.

Current Model

Currently at UNB, we charge tuition by term and charge the same tuition for all of our programs of study.
International students pay a differential fee and three faculties charge a program fee which goes directly
to services, equipment and facilities for the students studying in those programs. Each year, through our
budgeting process, we decide on a percentage by which to increase tuition and the international
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student differential fee, taking into consideration a number of factors such as the expected increase in
operating costs, how our tuition compares to other universities, and the suggested caps or freezes from
the Provincial government. However, this process has not resulted in any major changes in how we
charge tuition.

2.2.

Other Models

There are two components involved in how tuition is charged: whether to charge by term or by
course/credit hour, and whether to charge the same tuition rate to all students or to differentiate the
tuition rate by faculty or program of study. The combination of these two factors results in four potential
models: by term, same fee; by term, differentiated fees; by course or credit hour, same fee; and by course
or credit hour, differentiated fees.
In 2005, a task force was struck at UNB to examine the various models for charging tuition. As part of its
work, the 2005 task force compared models for charging tuition at 47 Canadian universities. One of the
first tasks the 2017 task force undertook was to update the table. Table 1 shows that there was a small
shift in universities moving toward charging by term rather than by course, though there are still more
universities that charge by course/credit hour rather than by term (55%). Table 1 also shows that that
there was a shift in universities charging differentiated tuition rather than the same tuition, and that 70%
of universities charge differentiated tuition fees by faculty or program.

Table 1: Undergraduate Tuition Fee Policies at 47 Canadian Universities
Source: University websites searched by , May 2017

Same Fee
2005 = 43%
↓2017 = 30%

Compreh
ensive

Pay by term
2005 = 34%
↑2017 = 45%

Pay by course
or credit hour
2005 = 66%
↓2017 = 55%

UNB

York

Undergraduate

Medical
Doctoral

Acadia
Laval
U de Moncton
Montreal
Mt. Allison
St. Thomas
St. F X
Trent
UPEI
Same Fee, By Term = 21.3%
Bishops
Lethbridge

Sherbrooke

Same Fee, By Course = 8.5%

Differentiated Fees
2005 = 57%
↑2017 = 70%

Comprehe
nsive

Undergraduate

Carleton
Guelph
Waterloo

Lakehead
Laurentian
Wilfrid Laurier

Medical
Doctoral

Ottawa
Toronto
Western
McGill
Calgary

Differentiated Fees, By Term = 23.4%
Brock
Alberta
UNBC
Dal
Brandon
Manitoba
Nipissing
McMaster
MSVU
Queens
Ryerson
U Sask
SMU
UBC
CBU
Winnipeg
Differentiated Fees, By Course = 46.8%

Concordia

Memorial
Regina
SFU
Victoria
Windsor

The 2005 task force also evaluated the different models against a number of qualitative factors. The 2017
task force discussed many of these same factors when evaluating the different models; thus we decided
to update the table the 2005 task force created to illustrate its qualitative work.
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Table 2 – Commentary On Different Tuition Fee
CHARACTERISTIC

A. PAY BY TERM
Same fee

B. PAY BY TERM
Differentiated Fees

C. PAY BY COURSE D. PAY BY COURSE
Same fee
Differentiated Fees

21.3%

23.4%

8.5%

46.8%

1.Fairness everyone pays the
same price for the
same course

NO – Students taking fewer
courses (4) are subsidizing those
taking more courses (6+). If they
calculate the costs of their
degree on a “per course” basis,
students may find they are
paying more for a given course
than the person sitting beside
them. Per-course cost is lower
for students registered in
programs with more courses
required for graduation.

NO – Students taking few
courses (4) are subsidizing
those taking more courses
(6+). If they calculate the
costs of their degree on a “per
course” basis, students may
find they are paying more for
a given course than the
person sitting beside them.
Per-course is lower for students
registered in lower-cost
programs.

YES – All students pay the
same for any course.
Students in programs
with more courses will
pay proportionately
higher fees.

YES – All students pay the
same for a specific course.
Students in programs with
more courses will pay
proportionately higher fees.
Students may choose to
avoid higher cost elective
courses.

2.Flexibility to
move between
programs without
financial penalty

YES

YES – If the same course costs
a different amount depending
on the program in which a
student is registered, some
students may take courses in
higher cost programs while
remaining officially registered
in a lower-cost program.

YES

YES

3. Incentive to
take additional
courses in a
student’s chosen
discipline
4.Incentive for
Interdisciplinary
studies

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES – Students can take courses
in different faculties without
financial penalty

UNCERTAIN

NO

NO – As overall costs for
education increase,
students will think twice
before registering in highercost courses not essential to
their degree

5.Maintain UNB’s
competitive
position

NEUTRAL – no evidence one
way or the other

YES – but tuition increases
have to be modeled to
determine how to keep
specific programs competitive
with other nearby programs.

UNCERTAIN – Tuition fees
have to be modeled to
determine how to keep
specific programs
competitive with other
nearby programs.

UNCERTAIN –Tuition fees
have to be modeled to
determine how to keep
specific programs
competitive with other
nearby programs.

6.The financial
impact of the
tuition policy does
not hurt the
financial position
of either campus

YES – this is the base line

NO – There would be changes

NO –SJ students
generally take fewer
courses than their
counterparts in
Fredericton. Coursebased tuition would lead
to proportionately less
revenue for UNBSJ.

NO –SJ students generally
take fewer courses than
their counterparts in
Fredericton. Course-based
tuition would lead to
proportionately less
revenue for UNBSJ.

7.Ease of
Implementation
and Management

NEUTRAL – it works now but
there are things that can be
done much better with Pay-byCourse.

NO – it would take the already
“neutral” model of charging
by term and further
complicate it by adding
different fees for each
program.

YES – charging tuition by
course rather than by
term would make billing
procedures easier
through enhancements
such as real-time billing,
and eliminating many
manual interventions
that are now required.

YES – charging tuition by
course rather than by term
would make billing
procedures easier,
Differentiating fees by
program adds some
complexity but it would be
manageable and offset by
the switch to paying by
course.
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Differentiated fees vs. same fees
The task force discussed whether it would differentiate by course, by program or by faculty. The task force
ruled out differentiating fees by course as it would be far too granular to look at what the price for each
of our courses should be and it would be difficult to maintain as each year we would have to look at
increases for each course. It was also decided not to differentiate by Faculty as that might mean that
students earning the same degree, but on different UNB campuses, might pay different prices (e.g.,
students on the SJ campus earn a nursing degree in the Faculty of Science, Applied Science and
Engineering, whereas students on the Fredericton campus earn a nursing degree in the Faculty of
Nursing). The task force decided that if we were to charge differentiated tuition, we would charge by
degree program as we wanted consistency across our two campuses.
In considering the merits of differentiated tuition, the task force recognized that some programs inherently
cost more than others to deliver. Factors such as specialized lab equipment, class sizes, and accreditation
requirements for professional programs all figure into differentiated costs of delivering programs.
The task force reviewed data which showed the cost per student by Faculty based on budgeted
expenditures provided by the Resource, Planning and Budgeting office from the 2017-2018 budget for
each Faculty and 2016 Fall full-time equivalent (FTE) in each respective Faculty. Each Faculty had a
different cost per student associated with it, ranging from approximately $5,000 to $26,000 per FTE.
Based on the trend at other universities to charge differentiated fees, the analysis of various qualitative
factors, and the wide range of cost per student across the faculties, the task force recommends
differentiated tuition by program.

2.3.

Charging by term vs. by course or credit hour

In exploring the choice between charging tuition by term or by course/credit hour, the task force
acknowledged that charging by course/credit hour would have administrative and reporting benefits.
Staff from Financial Services have indicated that our enterprise accounting software is built for charging
by course or credit hour.
Nevertheless, concerns were raised around the impact it would have on students who currently take
courses outside of their degree program, or, who take electives simply because they are interested in the
subject. There are also concerns around students taking longer to complete their degrees; however, this
could also be viewed as a benefit to students looking to balance working and extra-curricular activities
with course-load. The task force was also concerned with the financial impact of such a change.
We received data from the Resource Planning & Budgeting team which indicated that, all other factors
remaining equal (specifically the tuition rate and enrollment), switching to charging by course or credit
hour would have no significant impact on revenue for the Fredericton campus and would have a
negative impact on the Saint John campus. This is because students in Saint John generally tend to take
fewer courses each term.
The task force recommends charging tuition by term.
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3. Price
In addition to making a recommendation about which model to use in charging tuition at UNB, the task
force was asked to recommend tuition rates. In setting tuition rates, the task force considered three main
factors: program delivery cost, competitors’ approach, and program demand.

3.1.

Cost

The task force used a proxy for exploring the cost of delivering each program. The 2017-18 budget for
each faculty was divided by the 2016-17 headcount for that faculty. This resulted in faculties grouped
into low, medium, and high cost programs. While some of the results were intuitive (e.g., nursing is a high
cost program), there were some surprises, such as arts and science not being in the low category and
engineering not being in the high category. This prompted the task force to examine service teaching
data for each faculty to determine whether it would explain certain anomalies with the proxy data results.
The data we received from the Registrars show the faculties that teach the “highest percentage of
students from other faculties” are the two Faculties of Arts (Fredericton and Saint John) and the Faculty
of Science in Fredericton, at over 55% for each. The percentage is also quite high for the Faculty of
Science, Applied Science and Engineering in Saint John and for the Faculty of Computer Science in
Fredericton. Most of the students from outside the Faculty of Computer Science are engineering students.
In fact, engineering students are taught extensively by Faculty of Arts, Faculty of Science and Faculty of
Computer Science, which helps explain why the costs within the Faculty of Engineering are relatively low.

3.2.

Competition

The task force used data from the Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission (MPHEC) and from
Statistics Canada to examine the price of tuition at other Universities.
The MPHEC data shows that in 2017-2018, UNB has the third lowest tuition of all universities in the Maritimes.
Only Université de Moncton and University of Prince Edward Island have lower tuition. This is concerning
when we consider that we are a national, comprehensive university desiring to provide the highest quality
education to our students. To the extent that price influences perceptions of quality, we are concerned
about the message it sends for UNB to be the low-cost provider in PSE in the Maritimes. More concerning,
however, is the actual impact of having lower tuition on our ability to invest in programs and services
which will provide students with the highest quality experience.
The data from Statistics Canada breaks down tuition for 2016-2017 by program and shows low and high
ends of tuition rates, presumably to account for additional fees and differentiated tuition rates. The task
force reviewed the data in three groups – by Maritime universities, by comprehensive universities, and a
group of 12 universities to whom we regularly compare ourselves when engaging in reviews and
comparison work. For this data, it is important to note that the MPHEC data was for 2017-2018 whereas
the Statistics Canada data was for 2016-2017.
When compared to other Maritime universities, UNB’s tuition for education was the second lowest (second
only to U de M); business and nursing we were third lowest; humanities, social and behavioral science
were fourth lowest; and engineering was fifth lowest. There are only two other law schools in the Maritimes
and UNB was $4,613 more expensive than U de M, and $4,291 less expensive than Dalhousie.
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When comparing comprehensive universities, Simon Fraser University and University of Victoria have tuition
significantly lower than the others. Where we do not tend to compete directly for students with either of
these institutions, this does not cause us great concern. For education, we were the second most
expensive; however, we are very close to York University (+$88) and University of Regina (+$114) and less
expensive than University of Windsor (-$148). The only other education schools in this group are Simon
Fraser University and University of Victoria which are notably less expensive. For humanities and social and
behavioral science, we were the third most expensive but only $171 above the average. For engineering
and business, we were well below the average and were the least expensive for business and fourth least
expensive for engineering. For nursing we were also fourth least expensive but we were over the average.
The data from Statistics Canada for law included some universities that may have arts degrees focused
on law, but not actual law school. When these two universities are excluded, our tuition for law is the
second least expensive, $5,274 lower than the average, and $14,667 lower than the most expensive.
When comparing to the group of twelve universities, Simon Fraser University, University of Victoria and
University of Manitoba all have tuition well below the others, which lowers the overall average. For
education, we were the fifth least expensive. For humanities and behavioral and social sciences, we
were third most expensive, though only $357 above the average. In all three cases, if we were to exclude
the outliers in terms of low tuition, we would be very close to the other comparator universities. For
business, engineering and nursing we were well below the average and were second least expensive for
business and fourth least expensive for engineering and nursing. For law, once again there were two
universities included in the data which do not have law schools. When these two universities are
excluded, our tuition for law is the third least expensive, $2,897 less than the average, and $8,001 less than
the most expensive.
Not all Canadian universities have law schools. So, in addition to the Stats Canada and MPHEC data that
was consulted, a quick search of Canadian law school websites shows that for the 2017-2018 academic
year, only two English-language law schools have lower tuition than UNB: McGill and University of Victoria.
There is a significant variance in tuition rates at law schools with one school charging more than $30,000,
two schools charging between $20,000 and $30,000 and six schools charging between $15,000 and
$20,000. With the exception of McGill and U Vic, the remaining schools fall in the $10,000-$15,000 range,
with UNB being at the lowest end.
This section of analysis led the task force to draw several conclusions:
-

Within the Maritimes, our tuition is generally set lower than our competitors. The task force concludes
that we can sustain increases in base tuition.

-

Our law, engineering, nursing, and business programs are strong candidates for differentiated tuition
above our base tuition.

-

Our education program is less expensive when compared to maritime universities but not when
compared to other comprehensive universities or the group of twelve. For our education program,
we compete most directly with St. Thomas University. In 2017-2018, a bachelor of education at STU
costs $9,175 and at UNB it costs $6,626.

-

Our tuition for arts and science programs are generally right-priced when compared nationally;
however, we are lower than average when compared within the Maritimes.
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3.3.

Demand

In analyzing demand for programs, the task force took the total number of applicants for a program and
divided it by the number of new students enrolled in the program. The task force recognizes that this does
not take into consideration such qualitative factors as where our recruiters or admissions staff may be
directing applicants based on their own knowledge of admissions caps in certain programs. This
calculation also does not take into consideration a given program’s potential to grow with investment,
any trends on the horizon with regard to market/labour demands, or external factors such as changes
our competitors may be making to their programs. We have attempted to account for some of these
factors in the analysis of the data we do have available.
The data we received from the Student Recruitment office related to demand indicates that UNB’s
average number of applications per enrolled new student is 2.56. Based on this, the faculties above
average demand are Nursing (4.45), SASE (3.44), and Business (2.85). It is important to note that Nursing
is capped at 308 students in total. Medium-demand programs include Science (2.35), Arts (2.33 in
Fredericton and 2.29 in Saint John), Business Administration (2.27), Computer Science (2.25), Kinesiology
(2.16), Engineering (2.13), Law (2.05). Lower demand faculties include Education (1.97), Forestry (1.86),
and Renaissance College (1.95). The task force acknowledges that the difference between the low and
medium categories is not great and none of the faculties dips far out of the range of normal. On balance,
all faculties at UNB have close to or well in excess of twice the number of applications than enrolled
students which indicates that demand is relatively even across most faculties.

3.4.

Price analysis conclusions

The task force used the analysis of cost, competition and demand in order to sort each faculty into a
differential tuition category. The categories are base rate, low differential fee, moderate differential fee,
high differential fee, and very high differential fee. These categories will be used when making final
recommendations on actual tuition rates.
TABLE 3: DIFFERENTIAL TUITION CATEGORY BY FACULTY
Cost of
UNB tuition compared
Demand for
delivering
to competitors
program
program
Maritime / Nat’l
Arts FR / Arts SJ
Med / Med1 Low / Average
Med / Med
Business / Business Admin
Low / Low
Low / Very Low
Med / High
Computer Science
Low
Low / n/a
Med
Education
Med
Low / Average2
Low
Engineering
Low1
Low / Very Low
Med
Forestry
Med
Low / n/a
Low
Kinesiology
Low
Low / n/a
Med
Law
High
Low / Very Low
Med
Nursing
High
Low / Average
High
Renaissance College
Low
Low / n/a
Low3
Science / SASE
High / Med1 Low / Average
Med / High

Differential
Tuition
Category
Base rate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Low
Moderate
Very High
High
High
Base rate

1Science and Arts are higher partially due to the amount of service teaching they provide. Conversely, Engineering
is low partially due to the amount of service teaching provided by Science, Arts, and Computer Science.
2Our primary competition for the Faculty of Education is STU. STU currently charges $9,175 per year compared to
$6,626 at UNB.
3While demand and costs are relatively low, this is a premium program that attracts a niche market. Enrolment has
been steady at the capped level for many years.
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4. International Student Differential Fee
The international student differential fee exists primarily because the provincial operating grant does not
include funding for international undergraduate students. The formula used to calculate the grant is
complex and includes both a flat grant portion and a portion related to UNB’s enrolment relative to the
other three New Brunswick universities. It is impossible to calculate a true grant amount per student,
however, on a strictly per capita basis, UNB received approximately $15,000 per full time equivalent
student (excluding international undergraduate students) in 2016-17. In 2017-2018, the international
student differential fee is $8,925.
Another factor considered by the task force is that neither the operating grant freezes/slow growth nor
the tuition caps and freezes have had an impact on what we have charged for the international student
differential fee in recent years. In fact, the international student differential fee increased by 10% in the
2016-2017 academic year and 5% in the 2017-2018 academic year.
In addition to this, the task force considered the cost of recruiting and teaching international students,
our competitors’ international student differential fees, and program demand.

4.1.

Cost

Based on information from the Student Recruitment office, the cost of recruitment per enrolled new,
undergraduate international student is $5,170. This is a one-time cost and, typically, a student pays four
years of tuition plus the differential fee.
The task force also discussed that the cost of educating an international student is likely also higher. We
were not able to calculate an exact number as many of the costs are not easy to pull out from unit
budgets across both campuses. In addition to having services, programs and staff specifically to support
international students, statistics from student services show that international students avail themselves of
student support services and programs at a disproportionately higher rate than domestic students. This
statistic is not meant to be read negatively as participation in student support programs and services
contributes positively to retention and persistence to graduation. This is mentioned simply to point out
that there are additional costs of educating international students, in much the same was as we
recommended differential fees for some programs based on higher costs.

4.2.

Competition

Using the MPHEC 2017-2018 data, UNB’s international student differential fee ($8,925) is lower than Mount
Allison but higher than both STU and U de M. More broadly, it is above the average across all public
maritime universities by $1,005 but it is below Dalhousie, University of King’s College, NSCAD, and Mount
Allison.
However, when using Statistics Canada 2016-2017 data, UNB’s international student differential fee is low
when compared to comprehensive universities and the group of twelve. For both comparison groups,
our fee was the lowest of all universities. For the comprehensive group, the average differential fee was
$13,379 and for the group of twelve, the average differential fee was $14,353.
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4.3.

Demand

Using the same criteria in analyzing the differential tuition by faculty, the task force divided the total
number of international applications from high school students by the total number of newly enrolled
international students using data from 2016-2017. This calculation revealed that 4.78 times more
applications were received than students enrolled. A big part of this number may have to do with quality
of the match between the applications and our admissions requirements or perhaps international
students apply to more universities at the same time than do domestic students. Nonetheless, we receive
far more applications than the number of new international students we enroll each year, indicating a
strong potential demand.

4.4.

International student differential fee analysis overview

The analysis outlined in the above sections led the task force to the following conclusions:
-

The international student differential fee at UNB is grounded in sound rationale, namely that the
provincial operating grant does not fund international undergraduate students.

-

While difficult to calculate accurately, there is an additional cost to recruiting and educating
international students above and beyond the cost of recruiting and educating domestic students.

-

Within the Maritimes, there is little room to increase UNB’s international student differential fee when
comparing to our competition. However, within national comparator groups, our fee is lower than
the average by several thousand dollars.

-

The demand from international students to apply to UNB is strong.

The task force does not recommend a reset on the international student differential fee, but rather a
steady increase of between 3% and 5% per year for each of the next few years.

5. Recommendations
The following recommendations are related directly to the tuition framework found in section 5.1 below:
-

Tuition should be charged by term and the price should be differentiated by program.

-

In order to set specific prices, we should use the differential tuition categories identified in Table 3.

-

We should not initiate a re-set for the international student differential fee, but rather apply a modest
increase of 3-5% per year.
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5.1

Tuition Framework

Tuition Fees:

Proposed

Tuition Fees:

2019-20
Arts and Science
Full-time students

7,096
710
1,420

Per course (0 - 5 credit hours)
Per course (6 - 11 credit hours)

Full-time students

7,434

Per course (0 - 5 credit hours)
Per course (6 - 11 credit hours)

744
1,488

Business/Business Administration, Engineering,
Nursing, Renaissance College

Education, Computer Science, Kinesiology
Full-time students

2019-20
Forestry & Environmental Management

Per course (0 - 5 credit hours)
Per course (6 - 11 credit hours)

Proposed

7,772
778
1,555

Law

Full-time students
Per course (0 - 5 credit hours)
Per course (6 - 11 credit hours)

8,110
812
1,623

International Student Differential Fee
Full-time students

10,000

Undergraduate

Per course (0 - 5 credit hours)

1,001

Per course (0 - 5 credit hours)

Per course (6 - 11 credit hours)

2,001

Per course (6 - 11 credit hours)

9,559
955
1,911

Note: Tuition will be charged by term for Fall and Winter terms. We will continue to charge by course for spring,
intersession, and summer session courses.

5.2

Implementation

The task force was also asked to make recommendations related to implementation of the tuition
framework. General implementation recommendations are as follows:
-

In order to allow appropriate time for consultation, communication, and administrative
implementation, the increase for 2018-2019 should be 2% and the tuition reset should be implemented
for the 2019-2020 academic year.

-

In order to provide tuition predictability for students for the duration of their degree program, the
tuition reset in 2019-2020 should apply only to newly enrolled students at UNB. Students enrolled prior
to the 2019-2020 academic year should see tuition increases capped at 2% per year for the duration
of their degree program.

-

An implementation team should be identified in order to address administrative issues related to the
new framework. Issues may include:

-

-

clearly defining to whom the new framework applies and to whom the old framework applies
(i.e., definition of “newly enrolled student” needs to be precise);

-

addressing resource issues for staff in financial services both in setting up the new framework
and in maintaining two different tuition frameworks for the period of approximately 5 years
while we transition all students to the new framework;

-

training recruiters and other staff who answer questions related to tuition.

A formal process for an ongoing review of the tuition framework, and its associated rates, should be
established. As part of this process, this new framework should be reviewed in its entirety 5 years after
implementation in order to evaluate its impact.
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5.2.1

Consultations and Communications

-

While the task force included staff, faculty, and students from both campuses, it is recommended that
broader consultation about tuition in a more general way be conducted with stakeholders before
the recommendations in this report are accepted, announced and implemented. Specifically,
members of the President’s Executive Team should engage in stakeholder meetings with a view to
openly discussing the issues surrounding tuition that have been presented in this report. Suggested
stakeholder groups include Student Union (executive and entire council), Student Representative
Council (executive and entire council), New Brunswick Student Alliance, Graduate Student
Association, and potentially submitting letters to the editor of the Brunswickan and the Baron.

-

A communications plan related to tuition in general as well as a tuition reset in 2019-2020 should be
developed. During fall 2017 and winter 2018, key messages should be incorporated into remarks for
events, interviews, and messages to the community. Once the President’s Executive Team has
decided on a response to this report, it should be communicated in an intentional way to our
stakeholders.

-

The task force recommends submitting the final recommendation for a new tuition framework to the
Board of Governors as part of our 2018-2019 budget package. This provides an opportunity for
consultations and discussion in advance of a final decision but still provides enough time for adequate
communications and thoughtful implementation by 2019-2020.

5.2.2

Other considerations

-

The task force recommends that the faculties of engineering, law, and business administration
examine their program fee in light of the new tuition framework in order to determine if they still require
a program fee. If a faculty intends to keep their program fee, the rationale for the fee and the amount
should be re-submitted through the budget process for the 2019-2020 so as to be in alignment with
the tuition framework re-set.

-

Through consultations with deans, it was discovered that there are some issues that warrant further
examination by the Registrars and the faculties in light of the recommendations to charge tuition by
term and to introduce differentiated tuition by degree. Two specific issues that were raised include:
-

There are courses which fall outside the parameters of a typical academic term. Work should be
done by the registrars and the deans to identify any courses that should be modified to fit the
normal parameters or treated differently. For example, in nursing there is a course that spans the
timeframe of winter term through intersession; however, students only pay winter term tuition.

-

Students sometimes work toward degrees concurrently. For example, in Saint John the concern
was raised about what tuition rate a student working toward a BA and BEd would pay.
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